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The letters and numbers inside the boxes are the names of the SNPs. The comment boxes next to some of the connected boxes indicate the families or family groups that are known to have that SNP. The R1 numbers in the comment boxes are the ones used to designate groups on the master Y-DNA table on the FTDNA website. When at least one member of a group has been found to have a more recent SNP, it has been assumed that the entire group has that SNP. When we find SNPs within each group, that practice will change. All family groups need to have at least one person with a comprehensive SNP test for proper placement on this chart.

When there is the name of a person at the bottom of a comment box, the test of that person is the reason for the positioning of the box.

According to Wikipedia, a SNP (Single Nucleotide Polymorphism) is a DNA sequence variation in which a single nucleotide (A, T, C or G) differs between paired chromosomes. These mutations occur rarely and are believed to be permanent once they occur. Therefore one's ancestry and relationship to others can be determined by finding all of their SNPs and comparing them to the SNPs of others.

New SNPs are constantly being found, and it is expected that recent SNPs will be found within Graves/Greaves genealogies, enabling confirmation and placement of lineages and fragments of families.

Joining a haplogroup project is strongly recommended for the purpose of determining ancestry and relationship to others. The gene boxes are those with Y-DNA haplogroup projects. You can see the list of projects and contact information on the ISOGG website at http://www.isogg.org/wiki/Y-DNA_haplogroup_projects.

The boxes with red borders are the groups of samples that have been defined or estimated as containing this SNP. The boxes with orange borders contain estimates of the age of that branch. When space is limited, the estimated age is included in the SNP box. The kit numbers in red are Big Y tested.

There is DF27 project Yahoo group at https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/R1b-DF27-Project/noticeboard

R1-169a, Gen. 169 from son Thomas kits 23410 and 92572
R1-169b, kits 156606 & 364482
R1-018, Gen. 169 via Richard Graves, b.c. 1730, & Dyonisia, kits 232994 & 156606
R1-169b, kits 156606 & 364482
R1-169a, Gen. 107 (1431 AD)